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ABSTRACT
ARCHITECTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF DIGITAL LIBRARIES
Aileen O. Biser
Old Dominion University, 1998
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Kurt Maly
Dr. Stewart N. T. Shen
This work investigates performance and scaling issues relevant to large scale
distributed digital libraries. Presently, performance and scaling studies focus on specific
implementations of production or prototype digital libraries. Although useful information
is gained to aid these designers and other researchers with insights to performance and
scaling issues, the broader issues relevant to very large scale distributed libraries are not
addressed. Specifically, no current studies look at the extreme or worst case possibilities
in digital library implementations. A survey of digital library research issues is presented.
Scaling and performance issues are mentioned frequently in the digital library literature
but are generally not the focus of much of the current research.
In this thesis a model for a Generic Distributed Digital Library (GDDL) and nine
cases of typical user activities are defined. This model is used to facilitate some basic
analysis of scaling issues. Specifically, the calculation of Internet traffic generated for
different configurations of the study parameters and an estimate of the future bandwidth
needed for a large scale distributed digital library implementation.
This analysis demonstrates the potential impact a future distributed digital library
implementation would have on the Internet traffic load and raises questions concerning
iv
thearchitecturedecisionsbeingmadefor future distributeddigital library designsandthe
Internetcapacitiesthat will benecessaryto support them. This analysissuggeststhat
networkcapacitiesof 622 Mbps will be requiredto go muchbeyond 100 heavily used
independentdigital library sites. Additionally, capacitiesbeyond 622 Mbps will be
requiredto realizethe worldwide distributeddigital library consistingof a 1000or more
digital library sites.Theseresultsalsopoint out the needfor architecturemodifications
and software improvementsto reduceand minimize the amount of network traffic
generatedaswemoveto a globaldigital library implementation.
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SECTION ONE
INTRODUCTION
The field of digital library research is young, broad and growing rapidly. The problems
yet to be solved cross the entire spectrum of computer science, information science,
human-computer interaction, publishing and commercialization. Research is
simultaneously occurring in many different areas all with the effort to develop or improve
a digital library for many users. What happens when these digital library efforts and
many others come to pass and we have access to hundreds of digital libraries? This is the
primary focus of this study. Specifically, we would like to determine the Internet traffic
that can be anticipated in the future with hundreds and possibly thousands of digital
libraries available to the world users.
The approach to solving this problem is to define the basic components of a
distributed digital library (DDL) and use that knowledge to perform further high level
analysis of a DDL independent of any specific implementation issues. It is suggested
that by using this basic set of components the function of a DDL can be represented,
analyzed, and simulated in order to obtain insight into architecture changes beneficial in a
broad sense. By defining the basic components and suggesting a typical user usage
pattern, we have the basic elements necessary to express architecture and usage pattern
changes. This will allow for the calculation and analysis of these changes. The results
The journal model for this thesis is Z_ter_utz'o_u/Jour_u/ok Z)i,gz*u/Zi_ruries.
2obtained will show that for at least the lower bound worst case analysis Internet traffic
will indeed be a large problem for growth beyond 100 heavily used distributed digital
library sites on the Internet.
The outline for the rest of this thesis is as follows: Section two provides a brief
review of digital libraries with a definition and examples of distributed digital libraries.
Section three provides a survey of digital library research with examples of distributed
digital libraries and a look at the performance and simulation studies that have been done.
Section four formally defines the problem to be solved and provides a justification for the
work. Section five presents the main analysis and discusses the Generic Distributed
Digital Library model and nomenclature, presents representations of other digital libraries
using this nomenclature, defines cases of user activities that will be used in the total traffic
calculation and finally presents the formulas and results obtained. Section six discusses
the Internet traffic calculations and impact of these findings. Section seven discusses the
limitations of this study and the future work needed to improve the validity and accuracy
of the results. We conclude with Section eight.
SECTION TWO
BRIEF REVIEW OF DIGITAL LIBRARIES
2.1 Digital library definition
The term digital library causes much confusion in general conversation. Depending
on an individual background and the context in which the term is used, each person may
assume something different. For purposes of this thesis we will define a digital library
according to "Digital Libraries are organized collections of digital information" (Lesk
1997).
2.2 The future of digital libraries
As Lesk also points out, individuals or groups that select, organize and catalog
large numbers of pages have turned the World Wide Web into many Digital Libraries. It is
obvious from a survey of the literature that many and diverse digital libraries are being
developed. The future will be populated with many digital libraries but what that future
really looks like is partly speculation and assumptions based on current examples. What
we do know is that digital libraries are here to stay in possibly many forms and hopefully
will be integrated for ease of use.
One specific example of a future digital library is NCSTRL+ (Nelson et al. 1998).
This is an important example of the direction some digital library research is taking by
providing access to information and its associated parts, be they data, software, graphics
or video. It is fair to say that the digital library of the future will provide not only access
4to documents,but to all types of datain somelogicalanduserfriendly fashion. This is
important to note becausethis study is limited in its ability to analyze future digital
library architecture issues because the data needed does not exist. Data available today
and used in this analysis is only representative of the current limited implementations of
digital libraries. As a result, many assumptions and projections of possibilities are made.
2.3 Definition of a distributed digital library
Taxonomies in Digital Libraries have been studied (Esler and Nelson 1998) and
this early work resulted in the definition of a nomenclature for describing various digital
library projects. They can be differentiated by their architecture (distributed or
centralized) and by the identity of the sponsor of the digital library (traditional publishers
or authoring individuals/groups). These four major architectural categories for identifying
Digital Libraries established by Esler and Nelson are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Distribution of digital libraries
Traditional
Publisher
Authoring Individual/
Organization
Distributed
DP
DO
Centralized
CP
CO
EslerandNelsongiveusthefollowing definitions:
"Ce_/rah2-ed,trclzz'iec/HreYkadiiz'o_JPHZ_h;vlzer (CP)- Input is from traditional
publishing sources such as journals and professional societies, and all input is collected in
a single physical and logical location. The server is either up or down, there is no
graduated level of availability .... "
"DzLrirz'6HiedArchzTeciHre 7_adzTz'oila/PHDhLrher (DP)- Input is from traditional
publishing sources such as journals and professional societies, but the input is not
transmitted to a single physical location. The user interface may give the appearance of a
central location, but the service is comprised of several servers .... "
"d'e_irah_-ed,trclziieciure. ,tuilzor/>1g /_dividuu//Orgu_/2-ai/b_ (CO)- Input is
from either individuals (a few papers at a time) or from an organization (papers
transmitted in batches) and the input is transferred to a central location for indexing,
processing and redistribution .... "
"D£viri6Hied itrchiieciHre. AH/<hoi"iil g _lildividuu//OrguIH_-lltioll (DO) - Input could
still be from individuals, but separate servers encourage clustering of publishers along
organizational boundaries. Input stays at the server to which it was posted and the user
interface handles querying all appropriate servers and collating and presenting the
results .... "
From a performance and scaling perspective where we are looking at issues of
network traffic and communication load, these four classifications can be more narrowly
defined as either distributed or centralized. A distributed digital library is characterized as
having multiple services distributed throughout an Internet and/or Intranet. In this
6architecturethe userhasaccesseither locally via an Intranet to a subsetof the digital
library servicesor accessgloballyvia theInternetto all or a broadlydefinedsubsetof the
digital library services.In a centralizeddigital library a singlepoint of accessprovides
servicesto a local or distributeduser community. In the centralizedcasethe network
traffic is characterizedby manyusersfrom many locations(Internetor Intranet)accessing
a singleserverprovidingall digital library services.This is contrastedwith the network
characteristicsof a distributeddigital library wheremanyuserscommunicatewith many
distinct services distributed globally and locally. In terms of network traffic
measurementsandanalysis,thedistributeddigital library ismany timesmorecomplexto
analyzethanin thecaseof acentralizeddigital library.
As pointed out in (Esler and Nelson 1998), these classification factors are
important becauseit is suggestedthat distributedarchitecturedigital librariesaremore
likely to bescalablethencentralizeddigital libraries.
2.4Examplesof current distributed digital libraries
Table2 providesexamplesof currentproductionandprototype distributeddigital
libraries.Thelimitation thatwasplacedon inclusionin this exampleset is that the digital
library architectureconformsto our definition of a distributeddigital library stated in
Section2.3. In surveyingavailabledigital librarieswe find that many WWW accessible
digital libraries(Nelson1998)havecentralizedarchivesandarethereforenot represented
in Table2.
Table 2. Cua'rentdistributeddigital libraries
DL
Identifier
DL Name and URL Content
DLI Digital Library Initiative
Not available to the public
http://dli.grainger.uiuc.edu
Multi-discipline
NTRS NASA Technical Report Server
http ://techreports.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ntrs
NASA technical reports
NCSTRL Network Computer Science Technical Report
Library
http ://www.ncstrl.org
Computer science technical
reports
NCSTRL+ Experimental and in development Multi-discipline, multi-
http://dlib.cs.odu.edu format data objects
UCSTRI Unified Computer Science Technical Report Computer science technical
Index reports
http://www.cs.indiana.edu/cstr/search
(VanHeyningen 1994)
NIX NASA Image Exchange
http://nix.nasa.gov
(von Ofenheim et al. 1998)
NASA videos and images
EOSDIS Earth Observing System Data and
Information System
http ://www-
v0ims.gsfc.nasa.gov/v0ims/eosdis_home.html
Satellite data and related
products
ADS Astrophysics Data System
http ://ads.harvard.edu
(Eichhom 1998)
Astrophysics and related
technical documents
Arquitec Portuguese National Digital Library
(Borbinha et al. 1997)
Multi-document
classifications
Medoc German digital library project
http ://me doc.intbrmatik.un i-hamburg, de
(Adler et al. 1998)
Technical reports, grey
literature and multi
collections
NHSE National HPCC Software Exchange
http ://www.nhse. org
(Browne et al. 1995)
High performance and
parallel computing
software, documents, data
and information
8SECTION THREE
STATE OF ART IN DIGITAL LIBRARY RESEARCH
3.1 Survey of digital library research
A survey of the current digital library research shows that much of the effort is
focused on creating testbed digital libraries with emphasis on infrastructure (Lynch and
Garcia-Molina 1995; Numberg et al. 1995; Chen et al. 1996), protocols (Gravano et al.
1997a), indexing (Esler and Nelson 1997), federation (Shatz et al. 1996), digital objects
(Kahn and Wilenski 1995; Lagoze and Ely 1995), and interoperability (Maa et al. 1997).
Today's primary research goal is to build the digital library of the future with attempts to
create large enough testbeds to do further research on the issues of scaling. It is widely
agreed that scaling is a critical research issue in developing large-scale digital libraries
(Shatz and Chen 1996). However, this is considered a deep research problem, which
requires the deployment of large-scale systems for experimentation. At this time there
exist substantial functional digital libraries (such as NTRS and NCSTRL) that are used
daily and growing. These existing systems have already faced performance and design
issues (Nelson and Maa 1996; French 1996; Balci et al. 1998: French et al. 1998) as they
grow and evolve. It is clear that performance scaling analysis and tuning of architectural
choices are issues that should be addressed today. The examination of functioning digital
library projects and current research efforts reveals that there are a number of distinct
architectural approaches to building digital libraries (Esler and Nelson 1998). A closer
examination
approaches
systems.
and analysis of these approachesshould provide insight into which
are expectedto scalewell as we move toward large-scaledigital library
We suggesthattheproblemsof scalingandperformancemust beevaluatedtoday
for systemsin useandnew designoptionsbeingconsidered.In evaluatingtheseproblems
wewill lay thegroundworkfor optimizationof futuredigital library architectures.
3.2 Surveyof digital library performance research
In researchingtheissuesof performanceandscalingin digital librariesa numberof
different studieswereidentifiedthat in somewayaddressedtheseissuesandareshownin
Table3. The primary focus of the studiesvaried greatlyfrom query optimization to
serverutilization issuesandthe approachusedto addressthe questionswasalsovaried.
Of the variousstudiesconductedonly two incorporateda simulationof the system to
experimentwith andanalyzearchitecturechanges.We discussthesetwo studiesin detail
in thenextSection.
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Table 3. Digital libraryperformanceandscalingstudies
DL Name Reference Approach
NTRS Nelson and Maa Data analysis and
1996 software
modification
Primary Focus
Parallel searches to reduce query
response time
NTRS Esler and Nelson Testing and data Development of NASA indexing
1997 analysis benchmarks and results
NCSTRL French 1996 Model analysis Query processing time and
performance bottlenecks
NCSTRL French et al. Data analysis Query routing to reduce
1998 distributed search time
NCSTRL Balci et al. 1998b Simulation General performance analysis
tool
INQUERY Cahoon and Prototype system Analyze effect of scaling to
Mckinley 1995; and simulation multiple servers
1996; 1997 analysis
DLI McGrath 1996 Interviews and Evaluation of scaling issues
analysis
ADL Andresen et al. Prototype system Network bandwidth
1996 analysis requirements and computational
and I/O demands
STARTS Gravano et al. Data Analysis Performance of payment
1997b schemes
KEYNET Baclawski 1995 Prototype system Scalability of distributed
analysis information retrieval queries
3.3 Discussion of digital library simulation studies
The paper (Balci et al. 1998b) describes the design of a simulation of NCSTRL
using the VSE (Visual Simulation Environment) (Balci et al. 1998a). A number of reusable
model components were defined for NCSTRL to be configurable in the simulation. These
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componentswere definedwith the capabilitiesof the Dienst 4.0 architectureof the
NCSTRL implementation.
The componentsdefined include Top Level, Region,Dienst Server(simulates
distributedsearches)(Lagozeet al. 1995),MergedIndexServer,Central Index Server,
BackupServer,UserPopulation(modelssubmissionof queriesto aparticularserver),and
Query.The workloadcharacterizationsimulatedincludesquery integrationtime, server
responseto queriesandtransactiontime of request.Log datafrom threeserverswasused
to characterizethesetimes.
This modelsimulatesDienst 4.0 (Davis and Lagoze1994; Davis et al. 1995)
version of NCSTRL (Davis and Lagoze 1996) and does not represent the current
architecture,NCSTRL 5.0andDienst4.1.In orderto simulateNCSTRL asit is today the
function of different modelcomponentswould haveto be modifiedand/ornew model
componentsdefined.The simulationof usersas a User Populationis unclearand the
paperdoesnot fully describethis component.It appearsto assumethatall usersinterface
first to their localDienstserveruserinterfaceandnot to themaintop-leveluser interface.
UserPopulationqueriesgo first to the localDienst serverandfrom thereto the Region
serverandbeyond.
Thispaperdoesnot presentanyresultsof the simulationsandgivesfew detailsof
the input parametersavailableto the users. It does state that the user can run the
simulationinteractivelyto observetheactionsof the architecturechangesbeingsimulated
or in backgroundmodeto collectstatisticalinformationfor lateranalysis.
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This study differs from ours in a numberof ways. First it is a simulationof a
specific digital library implementation (NCSTRL) and a specific architectural
implementationof that digital library frozen in time. Theresultsproducedvisually in an
interactivefashionor statisticallyserveto assistdecision-makingconcerningtheNCSTRL
architectureonly. No suggestionis madethat resultsfrom this simulationcanbeusedto
assistotherdigital library designersor implementersin makingdecisionsconcerningtheir
architecturalchoices.Somegeneralknowledgecanbegainedfrom the resultsbut no clear
guidancecanbederivedfor otherdigital library implementations.
Additional architectureand simulation studies were done by Cahoon and
McKinley at the University of Massachusetts.The basis of this work beganwith an
analysis(CahoonandMcKinley 1995)of a prototype distributed information retrieval
systembasedon Inquery (Callanet al. 1992),an existing,unified Information Retrieval
system.This study continued(Cahoonand McKinley 1996; Cahoonand McKinley
1997) with the developmentof a simulation to conduct workload analysis of the
prototypedistributedInquery system.Thesestudieswereconductedto determineif the
Inquery Information RetrievalServercould be distributedacrossmultiple systemsand
maintainacceptableservice.Acceptableserviceis determinedby observedresponsetime
degradationandincreasedsystemutilization of theservers.
Althoughthis studydoesnot refer to this architectureasa digital library system,
it is includedherebecausewe feelthat the architectureandcomponentsconform to the
definition of a digital library asdefinedin Section2.1. The system consistsof Inquery
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servers,a connectionserverand clients. The study focusedon the developmentof a
distributedprototypeanda simulationof that prototype.Datausedin the simulationfor
workload analysis and parametervalues were obtained either from the operational
distributed Inquery prototype or a production Inquery system. The workload
characterizationfor this simulationincluded:QueryEvaluationTime, DocumentRetrieval
Time, SummaryRetrievalTime, ConnectionServerTime, Time to Merge Results,and
Network Time. Thesystemparametersthat arevaried in thestudy includethenumberof
users,sizeandtotal numberof documentsin thecollections,termsper query,query term
frequency,userthink time, numberof answersreturned,andworkload.
The study examineddistributing a singleInquery text collectionacrossmultiple
systemsandthemanagementof multiple distinct text collectionson independentservers.
In bothcasesasinglecentralbroker(or connectionserver)wasusedto interfacebetween
the usersand the individual Inquery servers.Much of the emphasiswas on varying
informationretrievalparameterssuchasterms per query,userthink time and document
collectionsizes.Network time was limited to senderandreceiveroverheadand network
latencyon a 10Mbps EthernetLAN. A numberof testswere conductedvarying the
simulationparametersand the resultsevaluatedbasedon averagetransactionsequence
time, connectionserverutilization and Inquery server utilization. For many of the
configurationstested,the connectionserverwas the bottleneckto performance. The
study is useful in presentingthe bottlenecksand usagepatterns that lead to the best
responsetime andsystemutilization for an Inquery implementation.We cangainsome
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insight into how other implementations may act in similar configurations. For this study
the connection server was identified as a limiting factor for scaling and suggestions were
given to correct this problem. This is consistent with the study done by (Fuhr 1997)
which points out the need for multiple brokers in networked information retrieval of
multiple data sources.
This study differs from ours in one very important way. The Inquery study only
takes into consideration local area network traffic where our study is mainly interested in
wide area network traffic. Our focus is on the impact multiple digital libraries have on
wide area traffic, while the Inquery study focused on the ability of the connection server
and Inquery servers to respond to different workloads and configurations.
SECTION FOUR
PROBLEM STATEMENT
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Implementers of Digital Libraries today and in the future will be faced with architectural
design decision that will be difficult to make without the help of performance and scaling
data from production implementations, testbed research and simulation studies.
The objective of this project is to investigate the design and performance
characteristics of digital library architectures and the scaling issues critical for the design
of an optimum large-scale distributed digital library. This research can be facilitated by
studying the architectural approaches that have been implemented in existing functional
digital libraries such as the Physics E-Priut Digital Library (Ginsbarg 1994), the NASA
Technical Report Server (NTRS) (Nelson et al. 1995), or the Network Computer Science
Technical Report Library (NCSTRL) (Davis and Lagoze 1996).
The approach used in this research is to conduct an analytic study of a genetic
distributed digital library architecture with emphasis on the performance and scaling
issues relevant to future digital libraries. The results of this study will facilitate the
ongoing research to design large-scale digital library architectures and assist in making
design decisions for existing functional digital libraries.
4.1 Statement of the study question
The main focus of this study is to determine the feasibility of large scale
distributed digital libraries. The primary question we wish to ask is: "How many digital
16
library servers can be incorporated into a distributed digital library and continue to
provide service?" To attempt to answer this question, a study to determine the Internet
load generated by a distributed digital library under different server configurations and
user activity levels should be performed.
Some of the primary scalability parameters to be considered when looking at the
effect of Internet load include the total number of digital library servers, the total number
of library objects, the size of the digital library objects, the number of queries being
processed by the servers, and the number of objects being published. For this study we
will limit our analysis to include the total number of digital library sites, the total number
of queries represented by active user counts, the size of the digital library objects, and
network throughput.
4.2 Justification
This study is being done to verify the assumption that developing large scale
distributed digital libraries is the logical direction to proceed. There are many conflicting
approaches to digital library development and disagreement on the future basic
architecture issues (Gladney et al. 1994; Arms et al. 1995; Graham 1995; Griffiths and
Kertis 1995; Lagoze et al. 1996). Reports from early digital library research projects
(Crawford 1995; Maly et al. 1995; Schnase et al. 1994) show us the breath and depth of
the research problems to be resolved and the many directions the research is taking. By
analyzing a very large scale distributed digital library model we may be able to provide
some substance to discussions that are sometimes based on speculation and assumptions.
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4.3 Analysis and comparison of simulation studies
In the two simulation performance studies mentioned in Section 3.3, there are a
number of distinct differences between them and between the Generic Distributed Digital
Library (GDDL) model we are presenting. Tables 4 through 8 show the major features of
each model and study.
Table 4. Primary goal of the studies
Inquery NCSTRL GDDL
Used to analyze
performance issues of the
prototype distributed
information retrieval
system based on Inquery.
Performance evaluation and Study the effect of digital
tuning and conducting what-if library scaling and GDDL
analysis for different architecture changes on
configurations of NCSTRL. network traffic.
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Table 5. Model components defined
Inquery NCSTRL GDDL
Connection Server Top Level TLUI, LUI - User
Interface
Inquery Server Region LS - Local Site
Clients Dienst Server IS - Index Server
Lite Server MS - Metadata Server
Merged Index Server DS - Data Server
Central Index Server I - Index
Backup Server M - Metadata
User Population D - Data
Query PR - Retriever
PP - Publisher
Table 6. Measurements used in the studies
Inquery NCSTRL GDDL
Query evaluation time Query inter-generation time Network throughput
Document retrieval time Server response time to Average index size
queries
Summary retrieval time Transmission time of request Average metadata size
from one server to another
Connection server time Average data size
Time to merge results
Network time
Table 7. Differences in study implementations
Inquery
Yacsim process simulation
NCSTRL
Visual Simulation
Environment (VSE)
GDDL
Analytic model analysis
Table 8. Parameters varied in the studies
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Inquer)' NCSTRL GDDL
Number of users unknown Number of PP, PR
Document collections Number of IS, MS, DS
Terms per query Number of LS
Query term frequency Number of I, M, D
User think time
Answers returned
Workload
The (Balci et al. 1998) paper does not provide results that can be studied or
evaluated. It appears to be a usable tool for the NCSTRL implementers to utilize but
without seeing the actual visual simulation there is little to be gained from the paper.
The Inquery study (Cahoon and McKinley 1997) provides extensive background
information and discussion concerning the design of the simulation and a thorough
discussion of the results are clearly demonstrated in discussion and tables. These results
can also be studied and used as guidance concerning issues that are relevant in designing
distributed digital libraries.
4.4 Discussion
This study differs from both examples above in that a software simulation has not
been conducted. It also differs in that we are examining a digital library, as a generic
architecture not tied to specific implementation constructs. The first step in this study is
to define the Generic Distributed Digital Library (GDDL) and then to analyze the
network activities typical in a broad sense. A more extensive study would include the
development of a simulation based on this generic design. This GDDL study is broad and
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only providesa grossanalytic solutionto the questionbeingasked.Although a generic
distributeddigital library modelhasbeendefined,muchmorework shouldbe doneto
providebetteranalysisandresults.
SECTION FIVE
PROBLEM ANALYSIS
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The primary focus of this study is to determine the feasibility of large scale distributed
digital libraries as defined in Section 2.3. To facilitate this study it is useful to dissect the
anatomy of a distributed digital library into its component parts and use those
components to define the architecture of a generic distributed digital library. To feel
confident that the generic distributed digital library (GDDL) that is defined using these
components is correct, we have taken these generic components and demonstrated that
they can also be used to represent the architecture of three currently available production
digital libraries. Table 9 outlines the component names and primary functions.
5.1 Generic model design
If we imagine a digital library as a set of independent objects serving unique
functions with location independence then we could have a distributed digital library
composed of data, metadata, and indices; the services that deliver this information; user
interfaces and the people accessing these services.
5.1.1 Description of system components
Table 9 lists the basic components of a generic distributed digital library (GDDL).
Shown in Figure 1 is a graphical representation of a GDDL. Definition 1 provides the
basic definition of each of the components in the GDDL.
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Table 9. Modelnomenclature
Service Objects People Objects
TLUI Top Level User Interface PR Retriever
LUI Local User Interface PP Publisher
IS Index Server P M Manager
MS Metadata Server
DS Data Server
I Index
M Metadata
D Data
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Figure 1. Generic Distributed Digital Library model
Definition 1. The Generic Distributed Digital Library model components are:
/,yter, yet- The global networking infrastructure that interconnects the Local Sites.
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ZS- A Local Site can be single or multiple businesses, organizations, or entities
connected via a local area network. In its simplest form a Local Site is a LAN for a single
organization with one digital library in place for that organization.
PZU/- The Top Level User Interface provides search and retrieval access to all
the Index, Metadata, and Data available at all the Local Sites. The Top Level User
Interface can exist anywhere within the distributed digital library architecture.
ZU/= The Local User Interface provides search and retrieval for the Local Site
digital library Index, Metadata, and Data Servers.
IS- Index Server provides the service that accepts a request for index entries based
on specified keywords for search. This service also creates, updates and manages the
index. Each Local Site has at least one but possibly many Index Servers to manage indices
of various collections of metadata and data.
AdS= Metadata Servers provide access to synopsis information about the data as
well as a high level view of the different representations of the data and supporting
information.
Z)S- Data Servers provide mechanisms for the retriever to obtain the data in its
various forms.
_/- The Index object represents the body of indices being represented by the Index
Servers.
Ad- The Metadata object represents the actual metadata information being
maintained by the Metadata Servers.
Z)- This is the Data Object.
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PP- Peoplepublish into a Local Site digital library. The publish function is
conductedby a userthat hascreateda digital library object that includesMetadataand
Data.Theseobjectsareinsertedinto thedigital library throughtheIndexServer,Metadata
ServerandDataServer.
_,°R-PeopleRetrieverepresentsthebulk of the day to day activities of the digital
library. The PeopleRetrievingcanaccessthe Top LevelUser Interfaceor any of the
LocalUserInterfacesto searchtheIndex, MetadataandDataat the LocalSitesor across
multiplesitesthroughoutthedistributeddigital library.
5.1.2Description of model data flow
In a distributedsystem,dataof variouskinds areconstantly flowing in multiple
directions.In adistributeddigital library therearetypical activitiesthat occurwith some
regularityandin asomewhatpredefinedfashion. Representedin Figure2 andFigure3 are
the data flow activities representedat a high level, expectedto occur in the generic
distributeddigital library.
PR LUI IS_l PP EUI IS I
PR IU MS_M PP _EUI _MS_
PR LUI D D PP_EUI_DS_D
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Figure 2. Local data flow of GDDL
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Figure 3. Global data flow of GDDL
The basic activities have been separated into two categories, global and local. The
Global activities are those things that go on at the Internet level. The local activities are
occurring at the local site or Intranet level.
5.2 Model specifications
This model is designed to represent a generic distributed digital library and provide
a basis for a future simulation implementation of this model. The model consist of
multiple Local Sites distributed throughout the Internet and each Local Site may contain
one or more Index, Metadata, and Data Servers; Index, Metadata and Data storage
objects; a Local User Interface; and People Retrieving and People Publishing objects.
There is one Internet and Top Level User Interface in this model and the location of the
Top Level User Interface is arbitrary.
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This modelincludesthe componentsandparametersasshownin Table 10. By
definingthis modeland parameterswe not only seegraphicallythe architectureof the
GDDL, but also lay the framework for the developmentof a simulation for better
analysis.
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Table 10. GDDL model component specifications
Object Identifier
INET
Object Description
Internet
Object Parameters
INET ID
TLUI ID
TLUI Location (LS ID)
Number of LS
Number of Connections
Size of Connections
TLUI Top Level User Interface TLUI ID
LS ID
LS Local Site LS ID
INET ID
Number of IS, MS, DS, I, M, D,
Number of UI, PR, PP, PM
LUI Local User Interface LUI ID
LS ID
TLUI ID
IS Index Server IS ID
LS ID
Number of I
MS Metadata Server MS ID
LS ID
Number of M
DS Data Server DS ID
LS ID
Number of D
Index I ID
IS ID
LS ID
Size
M Metadata M ID
LS ID
DS ID
Size
PR People Retrieve LS ID
Number of Queries
Number of parameters
Average Time
PP People Publish LS ID
Number of M and D objects
Size of objects
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5.3 Examples of digital libraries
In various instantiations of digital libraries the independent service objects are
often implemented in combination and tightly coupled by function and location. Although
these objects exist in some form in the digital libraries being examined, their form takes
many variations that have implications on performance, functionality, portability and
maintainability. The examples shown in Table 11 represent this variety in Internet based
digital library implementations.
Table 11. Example digital libraries
Digital URL Content # of # of
Library Abstracts Reports
Physics http://xxx.lanl.gov Physics and related 80 K 80 K
e-Print technical papers
NTRS http://techreports.larc. NASA technical reports 3.4 M 50 K
nasa.gov/cgi-birdntrs
NCSTRL http://www.ncstrl.org Computer Science 22 K 15 K
technical reports
5.3.1 Physics E-Print
The Physics E-Print digital library (Ginsbarg 1994) allows for remote Internet
publisher and retriever access to the Index, Metadata and Data of the digital library
through a Top Level User Interface that is tightly coupled with the Index, Metadata and
Data Services. All the services provided by this digital library are implemented at a
primary site with mirror sites providing duplicated service. Although this digital library
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hasa singleprimary site andis not truly a distributeddigital library, it is includedhere
becauseit providesdistributedpublishing,searchandretrievalvia the Internet. This also
gives us a comparison model to visualize the difference in complexities between
distributedandcentralizeddigital library models.
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Figure 4. Physics E-Print model
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Figure 5. Global data flow of Physics E-Print
5.3.2 NTRS
The NASA Technical Report Server (NTRS) digital library (Nelson et al. 1995)
allows for local publishing and local and remote retrieving. The services are tightly
coupled on single servers at each Local Site. There are 20 Local Sites distributed across
the country and one Top Level User Interface site that provides search and retrieval
access of all the Local Site information.
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Figure 6. NTRS model
PR _ LUI-_ IS_ PP_ LUI _ ISfl
PR_UI _MS_M PP_ _I_MS/M
Figure 7. Local data flow of NTRS
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Figure 8. Global data flow of NTRS
5.3.3 NCSTRL
The Networked Computer Science Technical Report Library (NCSTRL) is the
most complex of the example digital libraries (Davis and Lagoze 1996) in this study. This
digital library includes a Top Level User Interface, several Regional Sites and over 100
Local Sites. It also incorporates backup servers as well as top level and local Index and
Metadata services. Because of the added complexity of this library we have defined
additional components that are represented as a variation of the basic services provided in
the generic distributed digital library. These additional components shown in Table 12
serve the same function as the Index Server and Metadata Server but at a higher level in
the model.
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Table 12. NCSTRL specific components
Object Name Object Description
CIS Central Index Server
MIS Merged Index Server
BIS Backup Index Server
TMS Top Metadata Server
RMS Region Metadata Server
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Figure 9. NCSTRL model
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Figure 10. Local data flow of NCSTRL
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Figure 11. Global data flow of NCSTRL
5.4 Parameters
Table 13 shows the
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list of parameters, as well as their description that will be
considered in our analysis. For simplicity, we will assume at this time that a Local Site
consists of one each of Index, Metadata, and Data Servers that serve one topic Index, the
Metadata for this Index and the associated Data objects. It is expected that in a real world
implementation, the number of the digital library components available at any given Local
Site can vary greatly.
Table 13. Primary model parameters
Parameters Description
# of PP The number of People Publishing simultaneously
# of PR The number of People Accessing the Digital Library for search or
retrieval.
# of LS The total number of Index, Metadata, and Data Servers in the DL.
# of IS, MS, DS The total number of Local Sites in the Digital Library
# of I, M, D The total number of Index, Metadata, and Data objects being served
by the DL.
Size of I, M, D The size in bytes of the Index, Metadata, and Data objects
represented as an expected average.
5.5 Measurements and supporting data
It is important to understand current Internet technologies and future trends
(Paxson 1997; Thompson et al. 1997) to evaluate the impact a distributed digital library
architecture will have on the Internet. In Table 14 we show a variety of network
technology and capacities available today as presented in (Tanenbaum 1996). Table 15
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showsthe throughputsthat arebeingmeasured(Miller et al. 1998) for the vBNS high-
performancenetworkbackbone(JamisonandWilder 1997).
Table 14. Internet technology
Technology Gross Hardware Capacities User Capacities
OC 12 622.08 Mbps 445.824 Mbps
OC 3 155.52 Mbps 148.608 Mbps
OC1 51.84 Mbps 49.596 Mbps
Table 15. Internet throughputs
Technology Network Throughputs Test Conducted
OC 12 469 Mbps UDP over ATM
OC 12 330 Mbps TCP/IP over ATM
OC 3 130 Mbps TCP/IP over ATM
The values shown in Table 16 were obtained from the Langley Technical Report
Server (LTRS) (Nelson et al. 1994). LTRS is a subset of the NTRS and provides access to
NASA Langley technical reports. The Indices in LTRS consist of a URL and title and do
not vary considerably in size. Most metadata objects conform to a standard format and
also have little variability in size. Data objects represent the greatest variability. The
Data objects measured were all PDF files but they were generated from different original
document formats including MS Word, PostScript and TIFF. The range of sizes
represented in this average were from less than 40K to greater than 12MB.
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Table 16. Average values measured from LTRS
Data Object Name Size in Bytes
Index 468
Metadata 1,916
Data 1,457,389
It is important to note that the average size of 1.5 Mbytes is only representative
for a digital library of text based technical reports. This number does not give any insight
into the potential variability of size and types of data objects that can be made available
and most likely will a part of the digital library of the future. As such, it is probably a
conservative number considering that the digital library of the future will be delivering
video, audio, graphics, software, and large volume works such as books and data files.
We saw in Table 11 example digital libraries in use today. They range in size from
15,000 to 80,000 thousand reports, and anywhere from 22,000 to 3.4 million abstracts.
We also know that these digital libraries are growing yearly. The Physic e-Print service
reports they receive 18,000 new submissions yearly. The submission rates may grow, as
the user communities better understand digital library technology and efficient means are
provided to facilitate publishing into the libraries. As a digital library grows, so does the
index to the volume of information. An important issue here is the time it takes to search
an index is proportional to its size. In (Esler and Nelson 1997) we see a wide variety in
the performance of index engines in part due to the size of the index being searched. This
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hasadirectaffect on the responsetime usersexperiencewhen searchinga digital library.
As thenumberof objectsindexedin a digital library increasesthe overallperformanceof
the digital library is expectedto decreaseafter some critical point is reached. By
distributingdigital librariesasmultiplesmallerentities,this performanceproblemmay be
avoided.
5.6 Discussion of study cases
Nine different cases represent the expected range of activities that occur at any
point in time for a typical operational digital library. These activities occur concurrently
and all contribute to the network traffic and load at the Local Site and on the Internet as
well as to the load on the User Interface system and the different digital library service
servers.
A typical user session will consist of a combination of searches and retrieval
operations over a period of time with a great deal of intermixing of Index searches,
Metadata retrievals and fewer Data retrievals. This general activity is represented in Table
17 and then broken down into smaller cases of activities shown in Table 18. The list of
user actions includes the identifier for the Service object and People object active for each
step in the session. The user connects to the TLUI, conducts a search of Index Services,
retrieves Metadata, retrieves Data, and continues with these activities in an unpredictable
way.
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Table 17. User session characteristics
User Action Network Activi_
PR from TLUI one to one
Search all LS/IS one to many search
Return all I hits many to one response
Retrieve one M from LS/MS/M one to one
Retrieve one D from LS/DS/D one to one
...reiterate between M and D...
...reiterate from beginning...
The nine cases shown in Table 18 are subdivided as either global or local based on
the network traffic generated. Cases I through V represent global activities and generated
Internet traffic while Cases VI through IX represent local activities and generate local
traffic only.
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Table 18. Digital library usage cases
Characterization of User Action Network Traffic
Case I - Global Query of all Index Servers /_/er_e//raf_c
PR from TLUI one to one
Search all LS/IS/I one to many search
Return all I hits many to one response
Case II - Global Query of a Subset of Index Servers /_/er_e//raffc
PR from TLUI one to one
Search some LS/IS/I one to many search
Return all I hits many to one response
Case III - Global Query of one Index Server /_/er_e//raJfc
PR from TLUI one to one
Search one LS/IS/I one to one search
Return all I hits one to one response
Case IV - Global Retrieval of Metadata /_/er_e//raJfc
PR from TLUI one to one
Request M one to one
M transferred from LS/MS/M one to one
Case V - Global Retrieval of Data /_/er_e//raJfc
PR from TLUI one to one
Request D one to one
D transferred from LS/DS/D one to one
Case VI - Local Site Publishing of Data /ocJsi/e/raJfc
PP to LUI one to one
Submit one LS/IS/I one to one submission
Confirmation returned one to one response
Case VII - Local Site Index Search /oca/si/e ¢paJfc
PR from LUI one to one
Search one LS/IS/I one to one search
Return all I hits one to one response
Case VIII - Local Site Metadata Retrieval /ocJsi/e/raJfc
PR from LUI one to one
Request M one to one
M transferred from LS/MS/M one to one
Case IX - Local Site Data Retrieval /ocJsi/e/raJfc
PR from LUI one to one
Request D one to one
D transferred from LS/DS/D one to one
5.6.1 Breakdown of cases studied
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In this study we will assume from anecdotal evidence certain usage patterns for a
typical digital library session. It is expected that users will at least spend part of the
session in Case I, IV and V; index search, metadata retrieval and data retrieval. They may
also spend time in Case II and III and a typical user session will have numerous metadata
retrievals and fewer data retrievals. Given this, a session is suggested to have the percent
values listed in Table 19.
Given this partitioning of a user session we can establish how many users to
expect to be generating traffic based on case activity. For example, if we assume that we
have 1000 simultaneous users, then the breakdown of activities will be as shown in Table
20. We can then use these numbers to calculate traffic generated per case for a given point
in time and user population.
Table 19. Case breakdown by percentages
Case % of Time % of time
Sample A Sample B
Case I 50 15
Case II 10 15
Case III 5 20
Case IV 20 35
Case V 15 15
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Table 20. Casebreakdownby usercount
Case Number of Users Number of Users
Sample A Sample B
Case I 500 150
Case II 1O0 150
Case III 50 200
Case IV 200 350
Case V 150 150
5.6.2 Case analysis
The traffic for each case has two directions. First the data going to the services in
the form of requests being made for indices, metadata and data and then the data being
returned to the user in the form of a list of indices, the metadata and the data objects.
Some of this data flows from the user to the top-level user interface (TLUI) and then to
the individual services and data also flows back to the TLUI for presentation to the user.
Data objects are returned directly to the user and not routed through the TLUI.
In these formulas we are only interested in data being returned from the services to
either the TLUI or directly to the user. We will not consider the traffic generated by the
request for service from the User Interfaces. It is assumed that the amount of traffic
generated by the user query and the User Interface search is less important compared to
the total volume of data being returned to the user and the user interface. In this study we
are only going to consider the traffic generated by the global cases and we are not
distinguishing between traffic returning to the user or the user interface server. It is
assumed that all the returning traffic must traverse the Internet and that is the number we
are trying to establish.
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CaseVI, CaseVII, CaseVIII, and CaseIX are not calculatedbecausethey
representlocal traffic only and do not have an impact on the total Internet traffic
generated.Cases I through V are basic search and retrieval operations. The publishing
activity is represented in Case VI and is considered a local activity based on the
assumption that in most cases publishing is done at the users local site. We do expect
some publishing to occur at the global level but we do not know at this time what
percentage of all publishing will occur globally. We will assume this is a small enough
percentage to not warrant inclusion in this study.
The formulas for Case I and II are a function of the total number of local sites
being considered in the architecture multiplied by the worst case expected response of
250 indices returned per local site and the average number of bytes per indices.
Case Ill is the average indices size multiplied by the worst case number of
responses. Case IV and V are assigned the values calculated from LTRS log data. No
additional overhead is added to these numbers. The value for Case V has been rounded up
for ease in calculation.
TLS represents the Total number of Local Sites to be varied in the study and T is
used to represent the Total number of bytes generated per case. Table 21 shows the
equations used to calculate the traffic generated per usage case for traffic returning to the
user from the service.
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Table 21.Equationsusedfor caseanalysis
Case Worst Case Average Case
Case I T -- (TLS)(250)(468) T -- (TLS)(10)(468)
Case II T -- .5(TLS)(250)(468) T -- .5(TLS)(10)(468)
Case III T -- (250)(468) T -- (10)(468)
Case IV T = 1916 bytes T = 1916 bytes
Case V T = 1.5 Mbytes T = 1.5 Mbytes
5.7 Study assumptions
In a fully functional distributed digital library all activity, either local or global, has
an impact on the total system performance. Because in this study we are focusing on
Internet traffic generated, the traffic generated by local functions such as publishing and
local queries will not be factored in. This assumes that people publish into the digital
library at their Local Site and no Internet traffic is generated. It is reasonable to expect
that in a real world distributed digital library, publishing may occur from any point in the
system but it is also assumed that the level of this activity is insignificant and will be of
little use in this analysis.
For the generic distributed digital library we are assuming all Local Sites are
equivalent and all index are considered equal. Metadata and Data sizes are also considered
equal and the averages presented are based on a Scientific Technical Information (STI)
model. The byte counts were obtained from the NASA Langley Technical Report Server
(LTRS) (Nelson et al. 1994) implementation through measurements and averaging of
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existingcontents.In amorediversedigital libraryeachLocalSitewouldvarygreatlyfrom
theotherLocal Sitesin total quantity, sizeandtype of Index,Metadata,andDatabeing
served.
SomeAssumptions arepresentedfor the digital library usagecasesshown in
Table 18. CaseII assumesthat a query of a subsetof all IndexServersavailablewould
search50%of theseservers.Thisnumbercouldactuallyvary from the minimumof one
representedin CaseIII to anynumber in betweento the maximumnumberof LocalSites
availablerepresentedin CaseI. Assuming50%isanattemptto capturethe average.It is
unknownwhat is typical in the situationwhenusersarepreselectingsearchsites. They
may beselectingsites basedon geographical,political, subjector personalpreferences.
This is anunknownfactor to this author. Methodsfor reducingthe numberof servers
queriedis asubjectof research(Frenchet al. 1998).It is importantto limit the numberof
serverssearchedtoo only thosethat cansatisfythequery.Thisreducesthe total network
traffic andqueryprocessingtime andresultsin amoreefficient system.
In Cases I, II, and Ill of Index searches, we assume that 250 indices hits will be
returned per Local Site Index Server queried. This represents the maximum allowable hits
for a typical search engine configuration and is considered a worst case example. The logic
behind this assumption is that there are no measured data available to show the typical
number of indices returned per a global search. Even with data to examine concerning
search hits and misses the characteristics vary so much that an average would not be a
useful measure.
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The subjectof user query characteristicsis broad and requiresgatheringlarge
amountsof datarelatedto userqueryanalysisandsystemusability factors. In this study
broad assumptionshave been made concerninguser query characteristicsbasedon
personalexperienceand anecdotalevidence.Further researchand data gatheringand
analysisis neededto betterdefinethis aspectof the study.
In the calculationfor total generatedtraffic we have to makesomeassumptions
concerninghow many activeusers therewill be and what are the activities they are
performing.Wehavedefinednine differentCases of typical Digital Library activities but
there is no data to tell us how many users are simultaneously interfacing with the digital
library and what activities they are performing at any given time. Without doing a great
deal of research into user usage patterns and system usage statistics we will assume a
typical user usage pattern based on personal experience and make assumptions on the
total user population counts.
5.8 Analytic formulas
In a broad look at Internet Traffic we can say that the total Internet load created
by a distributed digital library is minimally a function of the items shown in Equation 1.
The query activities can be further broken down into more distinct parts as shown in
Equation 2. To calculate the total Internet traffic generated from the services using the
cases defined in Table 19 we use Equation 3.
Equation 1. Total Internet load
Total Internet Load =
All Global Query Activities (Case I, II, III)
All Global Publisher Activities (none)
All Global Metadata Retrieval Activities (Case IV)
All Global Data Retrieval Activities (Case V)
+
+
+
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Equation 2. Global query Internet load
Global Query Internet Load =
Queries of all Index Servers (Case I)
Queries of a subset of Index Servers (Case II)
Queries of one Index Server (Case III)
+
+
Equation 3. Total Intemet traffic
Total Internet Traffic =
(# of Case I)(Case I traffic) +
(# of Case II)(Case II traffic) +
(# of Case III)(Case III traffic) +
(# of Case IV)(Case IV traffic) +
(# of Case V)(Case V traffic)
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5.9 Results tables
Traffic is defined as the total number of bytes that cross the Internet from the
service through the TLUI or to the user for each case presented. Tables 22 and 23 show
the calculation of traffic generated for each case as the total number of Local Sites is
increased. Tables 24 through 27 show the calculation of final Internet traffic generated for
different combinations of total number of users, cases, number of Local Sites, and sample
usage patterns. The numbers for total users represents approximately 100 users accessing
the Top Level User Interface per Local Site. This is a worst case analysis and the choice
of 100 users is an arbitrary best guess based on the assumption that a Local Site
represents some large organization or entity and that 100 users accessing the digital
library at peak is reasonable to expect. This assumption is consistent with the expected
growth patterns for the University of Illinois Digital Library Initiative as stated in
(McGrath 1996).
Four different calculations were done to examine the worst case and average case
results using two sample sets of user usage patterns show in Table 19. The worst case is
determined by the use of 250 return indices per Local Site searched. The average case is
determined by reducing the number of indices returned per Local Site to 10. Tables 23
and 24 show the amount of traffic generated for each individual case as defined by the
equations shown in Table 21.
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Table 22. Total traffic generatedper individualcasefor worstcaseanalysis
Case 10LS 100LS 1,000LS 10,000LS
CaseI 1.17Mb 11.7Mb 117Mb 1.17Gb
CaseII .585Mb 5.85Mb 58.5Mb 585 Mb
CaseIII .117Mb .117Mb .117Mb .117Mb
CaseIV 1916bytes 1916bytes 1916bytes 1916bytes
CaseV 1.5Mb 1.5Mb 1.5Mb 1.5Mb
Table 23.Totaltraffic generatedper individualcasefor averageanalysis
Case 10LS 100LS 1,000LS 10,000LS
CaseI 46,800bytes .468Mb 4.68Mb 46.8Mb
CaseII 23,400bytes .234Mb 2.34Mb 23.4Mb
CaseIII 4680bytes 4680bytes 4680bytes 4680bytes
CaseIV 1916bytes 1916bytes 1916bytes 1916bytes
CaseV 1.5Mb 1.5Mb 1.5Mb 1.5Mb
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Table 24. Calculation of total traffic for Worst Case using Sample A
Total Case I CaseII Case Case IV Case V Total Total
LS Ill Users Traffic
10 500 100 50 200 150 1,000 874MB
100 5,000 1,000 500 2,000 1,500 10,000 66 Gb
1,000 50,000 10,000 5,000 20,000 15,000 100,000 6 Tb
10,000 500,000 100,000 50,000 200,000 150,000 1,000,000 643 Tb
Table 25. Calculation of total traffic for Average Case using Sample A
Total Case I Case II Case Case IV Case V Total Total
LS HI Users Traffic
10 500 100 50 200 150 1,000 251 Mb
100 5,000 1,000 500 2,000 1,500 10,000 5 Gb
1,000 50,000 10,000 5,000 20,000 15,000 100,000 282 Gb
10,000 500,000 100,000 50,000 200,000 150,000 1,000,000 25 Tb
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Table 26. Calculation of total traffic for Worst Case using Sample B
Total Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V Total Total
LS Users Traffic
10 150 150 200 350 150 1,000 512 Mb
100 1,500 1,500 2,000 3,500 1,500 10,000 29 Gb
1,000 15,000 15,000 20,000 35,000 15,000 100,000 3 Tb
10,000 150,000 150,000 200,000 350,000 150,000 1 M 263 Tb
Table 27. Calculation of total traffic for Average Case using Sample B
Total Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V Total Total
LS Users Traffic
10 150 150 200 350 150 1,000 237 Mb
100 1,500 1,500 2,000 3,500 1,500 10,000 3 Gb
1,000 15,000 15,000 20,000 35,000 15,000 100,000 128 Gb
10,000 150,000 150,000 200,000 350,000 150,000 1M 10 Tb
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SECTION SIX
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS
What would happen if we introduced a 10,000 Local Site digital library onto the existing
Internet? The highest capacity backbones currently available on the Internet range from
150 Mbps to 622 Mbps. Given this and some additional information we can calculate the
approximate amount of time it would take to transfer data for the architecture examples
calculated in Tables 24 through 27. Shown in Tables 28 and 29 is the approximate amount
of time it would take to transfer the calculated amount of data for the four different
situations represented as number of Local Sites in the GDDL. The values shown in Table
28 assume a network throughput of 130 Mbps. The values shown in Table 29 assume a
network throughput of 450 Mbps. These throughput numbers were obtained from the
vBNS web site and (Miller et al. 1998) and represent the capabilities of a finely tuned
high-performance network.
As stated in Section 5.6.2, the total traffic numbers shown in Tables 28 and 29 are
not broken down by destination. These numbers represent the traffic that we expect to
cross an Internet backbone to various destinations. Additional useful information would
be the percentage of this traffic that is returning to the Top Level User Interface and the
percentage being dispersed directly to users distributed throughout the Internet. This
would be helpful in determining the worst case expected load on the Top Level User
Interface the GDDL.
Table 28. Time to transmit at 130 Mbps
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10 LS 100 LS 1,000 LS 10,000 LS
Worst Case/Sample A
Total Traffic
Seconds
874 Mb 66 Gb 6 Tb 643 Tb
7 513 49,615 4,951,778
Worst Case/Sample B
Total Traffic
Seconds
512 Mb 29 Gb 3 Tb 263 Tb
4 222 20,462 2,026,915
Average Case/Sample A
Total Traffic
Seconds
251 Mb 5 Gb 282 Gb 26 Tb
2 37 2,171 199,769
Average Case/Sample B
Total Traffic
Seconds
237 Mb 3 Gb 128 Gb 10 Tb
2 26 984 82,769
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Table 29. Time to transmit at 450 Mbps
10 LS 100 LS 1,000 LS 10,000 LS
Worst Case/Sample A
Total Traffic
Seconds
874 Mb 66 Gb 6 Tb 643 Tb
2 148 14,333 1,430,513
Worst Case/Sample B
Total Traffic
Seconds
512 Mb 29 Gb 2 Tb 263 Tb
1 64 5,911 585,553
Average Case/Sample A
Total Traffic
Seconds
251 Mb 5 Gb 282 Gb 26 Tb
1 ll 627 57,711
Average Case/Sample B
Total Traffic
Seconds
237 Mb 3 Gb 128 Gb l0 Tb
1 8 284 23,911
Is it unreasonable to expect that there may be ten thousand local digital library
sites distributed throughout the Internet at some point in the future? Or perhaps only one
thousand digital libraries and if not, what will those local digital library sites consist of?.
Will the digital library of the future be supporting a small organization with a few users or
will it be a digital library supporting a city, large business or government organization? It
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is likely that muchvariety in digital library implementationswill comeforth supporting
all quantitiesandtypesof data.We seemanyexamplesof this already(Crawford 1998).
Wealsoseeevidencein (McGrath 1996)that it doesseemreasonableto expecthundreds
andevenpossibly thousandsof so calleddigital librarieson the Internet of the future.
Therearemanyperformanceandscalingissuesto considerfor this to becomeareality but
withoutenoughbandwidthall otherissuesbecomesecondary.
Giventhedatain Tables28and29, it is expectedthatahigh-performancenetwork
infrastructurecansupport growth of distributeddigital librarieswell above100heavily
used Local Sites but may have seriousperformanceproblems as it grew into the
thousands.Beyondthat, the problemsof necessarybandwidthandother scalingissues
becomeevenmorecomplex.
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SECTION SEVEN
FUTURE RESEARCH
Much future research is possible on this topic. With the simple formulas and cases
presented here more calculations and estimates can be made by varying the usage
characteristics, the local site counts and the user counts. This would provide us with a
range of possibilities from the low to high-end estimates of generated traffic results.
Additional traffic calculations can also be made with data obtained from the three
production examples presented (Physics e-Print, NTRS, and NCSTRL) and compared to
the results obtained for the GDDL.
Additionally, the confidence in the results can be improved by eliminating many
of the assumptions currently based on observation and anecdotal evidence. Specifically, it
would be useful to obtain data concerning user usage patterns. This data could be obtained
from current production digital library implementations if they can be set up to log the
necessary data for analysis. The traffic data sizes used were narrowly defined by data
obtained from one digital library implementation. A broad look at traffic patterns and
sizes from a number of different types of digital libraries would provide a better average
and more realistic results.
In this study we made assumptions concerning the definition of a local site.
Because the field of digital libraries is young and examples are varied, we cannot say with
any confidence what a local site will consist of. A further analysis of current digital
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librariesand prototypes aswell as World Wide Web patternsmay yield somemore
insightintodefiningadigital library localsite.
This study did not addressthe effect publishingor managementfunctions may
haveon Internettraffic load. A betterunderstandingof traffic routingpatternswould also
beusefulto consider.It mayrevealthat not all the Internet traffic we arecalculatingis
actuallycrossingtheInternet.We donot fully understandtheusagepatternsto factor out
queriesandretrievalsthat logically crosstheInternetbut in actualityarelocal to theuser.
Webelievethatthereisenoughcomplexityin this modelandthe problemanalysis
thatasimulation of themodelcouldbeusefulin providingbetteranswersto the question
asked. A simulationcould also be beneficialin providing answersto as yet unasked
questionsconcerningperformanceof the Top Level User Interface and Local Site
activities.
Finally, there is much knowledgeto be gainedfrom the study of scalingand
performanceissues.The key will be in choosingthe specific issuesto study that will
providethemostinsight.
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SECTION EIGHT
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Summary of contributions
In this study an attempt was made to define the low-level basic components of a
generic distributed digital library and show that existing digital libraries do at least contain
these components in some fashion. The purpose of this effort was to establish a basis for
creating a generic digital library model for performance and scaling analysis separate and
independent of any specific implementation issues found in performance studies done to
date.
In addition to a Generic Distributed Digital Library (GDDL) definition, a set of
user session Cases were defined that represent the primary distinct activities that users
conduct when interfacing with a digital library. These cases were further differentiated
based on type of network traffic generated, Intranet versus Internet. The cases that
generated Internet traffic were further analyzed based on expected user activity level per
case and this information was used to calculate expected internet traffic generated for a
variety of user population counts and local site counts.
Finally, the information obtained from the case analysis and calculations of
Internet traffic generated was used to determine the lower bound worst case analysis of
future GDDL bandwidth needs. We see in Table 28 the time to transmit the calculated
amount of data increases rapidly beyond 100 Local Sites at 130 Mbps throughput. In
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Table29 the time to transmitalsoincreasesbut indicatesthat reasonableresponsecould
beexpectedwith 100to 500LocalSitesavailable.
8.2 Conclusions
Dueto the sheervolumeof datapotentiallyto bemadeavailableandthe diversity
in contentandformat it seemsreasonableto suggesthat a Digital Library network be
establishedto provide informationaccessservicefor all usersto sites that conform to
somedigital library standardsandcapabilities.Thiswould differentiate"Digital Libraries"
from commercial,private and personalinformation sourcesand provide users reliable
serviceto valid andsanctionedinformationfor research,educationandpersonaluse.The
expectedcommunicationsneedsaregreatandprovidejustification for thissuggestion.
Accessto auniversaldigital library that will provide accessto individual digital
librariesshouldbea userserviceprovidedby the informationsuperhighway.As statedin
the report on technicalchallenges(Willemssen1995)for the information superhighway,
"...the superhighwayshouldprovidea "seamless"web of featuresandservicesto users,
with thousandsof systemsand componentsinteractingor operatingin a way that is
transparentto theuser." A universaldigital librarycouldbeoneof the servicesprovided,
conformingto thestandardsestablishedfor distributeddigital libraries.
6O
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